Postdoctoral Position to Develop Polymer Formulation with Well-funded Startup

A postdoctoral opportunity is available with Damyria Holdings Inc. to join our start-up immediately as the lead Chemical Engineer. You will be responsible for bringing an existing early stage formulation to a production-ready state. The formulation will allow for producing plastics such as PVC & PE that are 100% recyclable. The formulation needs to be developed to a stage where it can be used in existing plastics manufacturing equipment for roto molding, extrusion and other popular production methods, to produce plastic consumer goods.

Successful candidates will be Postdoctoral Chemical Engineers with experience in Polymer formulations.

There is a possibility for founding partner/shareholder privileges.

Applications from foreign Visa holders will be considered.

To apply, please send CV and contact info by email to:

Robert Mendelson
remdog@gmail.com